WHATEVER YOUR PASSION, YOU CAN MASTER IT AT RIT.

RIT is a place where brilliant minds assemble and collaborate, where they pool together their individual talents across disciplines in service of big ideas and creative solutions.

It is a vibrant community teeming with students collaborating with experts and specialists: a hub of innovation and creativity. It is an intersection of disciplines, a launching pad for a brilliant career, and a highly unique state of mind.

It is a perfect environment in which to pursue your passion. Here, the future is envisioned each day. And remade each day after.

Imagine the possibilities.
As one of the world’s leading technological institutions, RIT is a vibrant, connected community that attracts diverse, ambitious, and creative students from more than 100 countries. Here you’ll find an incredible array of outstanding academic programs; a diverse, committed, and accessible faculty; sophisticated facilities; an unusual emphasis on experiential learning; and a dynamic student life.

Ambitious, Diverse Students
RIT attracts students from every state and nearly 2,700 international students from more than 100 countries. Embodying our commitment to diversity, nearly 3,200 students of color have chosen to study at RIT. Adding a social and educational dynamic not found at any other university are more than 1,200 deaf and hard-of-hearing students supported by RIT’s National Technical Institute for the Deaf.

Innovative, Specialized Academic Programs
Few universities provide RIT’s variety of career-oriented studies. RIT’s unmatched array of academic programs attracts designers, artists, photographers, and filmmakers on the one hand, and scientists, engineers, computing scientists, and entrepreneurs on the other.

Enthusiastic, Committed Faculty
At RIT, teaching comes first. Our faculty are engaged and committed to students. They utilize their real-world experiences to enrich your learning as they spark your curiosity, challenge you to grow, and inspire you to achieve your dreams.

A World Leader in Experiential Education
With the 4th oldest and one of the largest cooperative education programs in the world, RIT is a world leader in experiential education. Last year, 4,300 students completed 5,700 co-op assignments at 2,200 organizations. In addition to co-op, you can apply your knowledge to real world problems through internships, study abroad, and undergraduate research.
RIT offers 23 intercollegiate men’s and women’s sports, including Division I men’s and women’s hockey. Intramural sports are popular at RIT and the outstanding recreational facilities include two ice rinks, an aquatics center, a field house, and extensive fitness facilities.

Graduates in Demand
RIT graduates enjoy one of the highest rates of placement of any comprehensive university in the country. Our national and international employer network includes more than 2,200 organizations, and U.S. News consistently recognizes RIT’s career services office as one of the best in the nation.

State-of-the-art Campus
Our strong reputation for state-of-the-art academic facilities is rightly earned. You’ll find outstanding facilities and equipment in every area of campus, and our commitment to student success ensures that these facilities are accessible when you need them.

Catch the SpiRIT!
RIT is alive with energy and excitement. It won’t take you long to find your niche because there are so many ways to get involved!

An Outstanding Value
Our students tell us that our comprehensive financial aid program, which includes merit scholarships, need-based grants, loans, and campus employment options make RIT an outstanding value. Last year, more than 77 percent of full-time undergraduate students received more than $300 million in financial aid. Our merit scholarships include Presidential Scholarships ranging from $10,000 to $16,000 per year, and Achievement Scholarships valued up to $10,000 per year.

Personalized Admission Process
Admission to RIT is competitive, but our admission process is a personal one. Each application is reviewed holistically for strength of academic preparation and academic performance, performance on standardized tests, and counselor recommendations. We seek applicants from a variety of social, cultural, economic, and ethnic backgrounds.

For more information, visit rit.edu/campuslife.
**MAJORS** *(Bachelor’s degree programs only)*

### College Key
- College of Applied Science and Technology
- Saunders College of Business
- B. Thomas Golisano College of Computing and Information Sciences
- Kate Gleason College of Engineering
- College of Health Sciences and Technology
- College of Imaging Arts and Sciences
- College of Liberal Arts
- National Technical Institute for the Deaf
- College of Science

*Qualified deaf and hard-of-hearing students may enroll in RIT bachelor’s degree programs with full support of NTID’s access services. A full list of majors available at NTID can be found at www.ntid.rit.edu.*

### Art, Design, & Crafts
- 3D Digital Design
- Ceramics
- Fine Arts Studio
- Furniture Design
- Glass
- Graphic Design
- Illustration
- Industrial Design
- Interior Design
- Medical Illustration
- Metals and Jewelry Design
- New Media Design

### Business & Management
- Accounting
- Economics
- Finance
- International Business
- International Hospitality & Service Management
- Management
- Management Information Systems
- Marketing
- New Media Marketing
- Nutrition Management

### Communications
*(See also Photography, Film, & Print Media.)*
- Advertising and Public Relations
- American Sign Language–English Interpretation
- Communication
- Journalism

### Computing & Information Sciences
- Computer Engineering
- Computer Science
- Computing and Information Technologies *(formerly Networking and Systems Administration)*
- Computing Security
- Game Design and Development
- Human-Centered Computing
- Management Information Systems
- New Media Interactive Development
- Software Engineering
- Web and Mobile Computing *(formerly Information Technology)*

### Engineering & Engineering Technology
- Biomedical Engineering
- Chemical Engineering
- Civil Engineering Technology
- Computer Engineering
- Computer Engineering Technology
- Computer Engineering Technology—Audio Option
- Telecommunications Option
- Electrical Engineering
- Electrical Engineering—Computer Engineering Option
- Clean and Renewable Energy Option
- Robotics Option
- Wireless Communications Option
- Electrical Engineering Technology
- Electrical Engineering Technology—Audio Option
- Telecommunications Option
- Electrical/Mechanical Engineering Technology
- Industrial Engineering
- Industrial Engineering—Ergonomics Option
- Lean Six Sigma Option
- Manufacturing Option
- Supply Chain Management Option
- Manufacturing Engineering Technology
- Mechanical Engineering
- Mechanical Engineering—Aerospace Option
- Automotive Option
- Bioengineering Option
- Energy and Environment Option
- Mechanical Engineering Technology
- Microelectronic Engineering
- Packaging Science
- Software Engineering

### Environmental Studies
- Environmental Science
- Environmental Sustainability, Health and Safety

### Individualized Study
- Applied Arts and Science*

### Mathematics, Science, Health Sciences
- Applied Mathematics
- Applied Statistics and Actuarial Science
- Biochemistry
- Bioinformatics
- Biology
- Biomedical Sciences
- Bacteriology and Molecular Biology
- Chemistry
- Computational Mathematics
- Diagnostic Medical Sonography (Ultrasound)
- Exercise Science
- Imaging Science
- Medical Illustration
- Nutrition Management

### Pre-Professional Studies
Students interested in pre-law, pre-medical, and other pre-health professions may enroll in any major at RIT and take advantage of our excellent pre-professional advising programs that provide the guidance you need to complete the admission requirements for graduate programs in law, medicine, and other health professions.

* Offered by the School of Individualized Study in the Division of Academic Affairs.

** Offered by the Division of Academic Affairs for students exploring programs in two or more colleges

Information is correct at time of printing.
MINORS AND IMMERSIONS

Minors
Students pursuing a bachelor's degree have the option of completing a minor—a set of five or more related courses. A minor can complement your major, help you develop another area of professional expertise, or enable you to pursue an area of personal interest. Completion of one of RIT's more than 90 minors is formally designated on your baccalaureate transcript, which serves to highlight your accomplishment to employers and graduate schools. For the most recent list of minors, please visit rit.edu/minors.

Immersions
As a part of their bachelor's degree requirements, students must complete an immersion—a concentration of three courses in a particular area. These upper-level courses are used to meet RIT's general education requirements and provide you with course work in a specialized area that can enhance and complement your major or allow you to explore a personal interest. For the most recent list of immersions, please visit rit.edu/immersions.

Accounting
Advertising and Public Relations
Africa and the Diaspora
American Art
American Politics
American Sign Language and Deaf Cultural Studies
Applied Statistics
Archaeological Science
Archaeology
Art History
Astronomy
Bioinformatics Analysis
Biology
Biology: Cellular and Molecular
Biology: Ecology and Evolution
Business Administration
Chemical Engineering Systems Analysis
Chemistry
Communication
Computer Engineering
Computer Science
Computing Security
Construction Management
Creative Writing
Criminal Justice
Cultural Anthropology
Database Design and Development
Digital Business
Digital Literatures and Comparative Media
Diversity in the U.S.
Economics
Electrical Engineering
Engineering Management
English
Entrepreneurship
Environmental Modeling
Environmental Science
Environmental Studies
Ethics
Exercise Science
Film Studies
Finance
Flexible Packaging
Free and Open Source Software and Free Culture
Game Design
Game Design and Development
Geographic Information Systems
Global Justice and Peace Studies
Global Literatures and Cultures
Globalization Theory
Health and Culture
Health Communication
Health IT
History
Hospitality Management
Human Language Technology and Computational Linguistics
Imaging Science
Imaging Systems
Industrial Engineering
Innovation
International Business
International Relations
Journalism
Language Science
Latino/Latina/Latin American Studies
Legal Studies
Linguistic Anthropology
Management
Management Information Systems
Marketing
Mathematics
Mechanical Engineering
Media Arts and Technology
Microelectronic Engineering
Military Studies and Leadership
Mobile Design and Development
Mobile Development
Modern Language (Arabic, Chinese, French, German, Italian, Japanese, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish)
Modern Languages and Cultures (Arabic, Chinese, French, German, Italian, Japanese, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish)
Museum Studies
Music
Music Performance
Music and Technology
Native American Science and Technology
Networking and Systems Administration
Optical Science
Packaging Science
Philosophy
Physics
Political Science
Psychology
Public Policy
Religious Studies
Science and Technology Studies
Science of Film, Photography, and Imaging
Science, Technology, and Society
Social Inequalities
Sociology and Anthropology
Software Engineering
Structural Design
Supply Chain Management
Sustainable Product Development
Theater Arts
Urban Studies
Visual Culture
Water Resources
Web Design and Development
Web Development
Women's and Gender Studies
Writing and Rhetoric

Minor ▲ Immersion
FOUNDED IN 1829, Rochester Institute of Technology is a privately endowed, coeducational university with nine colleges emphasizing career education and experiential learning.

THE RIT STUDENT BODY consists of approximately 15,400 undergraduate and 3,200 graduate students. Enrolled students represent all 50 states and more than 100 countries.

RIT is an internationally recognized leader in preparing deaf and hard-of-hearing students for successful careers in professional and technical fields. The university provides unparalleled access and support services for the more than 1,200 deaf and hard-of-hearing students who live, study, and work with hearing students on the RIT campus.

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION provides paid career-related work experience in many degree programs. RIT has the fourth-oldest and one of the largest related work experience in many degree programs. Enrolled students represent all 50 states and more than 100 countries.

ATHLETICS: Men’s Teams—baseball, basketball, crew, cross country, ice hockey (Division I), lacrosse, soccer, swimming, tennis, track, and wrestling

Women’s Teams—basketball, crew, cross country, ice hockey (Division I), lacrosse, soccer, softball, swimming, tennis, track, and volleyball

EXPENSES: Full-time students living in an RIT residence hall have the following 2016-17 academic year expenses. We estimate that the typical student also spends an average of $2,026 per year for books, transportation, and personal expenses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Charges</th>
<th>2016-2017 (two semesters)</th>
<th>NTID*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tuition</td>
<td>$38,024</td>
<td>$15,140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room (double)</td>
<td>7,162</td>
<td>7,162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Board (standard plan)</td>
<td>5,112</td>
<td>5,112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fees</td>
<td>544</td>
<td>544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$50,842</td>
<td>$27,958</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Deaf and hard-of-hearing students who are U.S. citizens enrolled in any undergraduate program and students enrolled in the ASL-English Interpretation major will pay these charges instead of the regular academic year charges.

VISITS TO CAMPUS are encouraged and may be arranged in advance by calling 585-475-6631. Deaf and hard-of-hearing students may arrange campus visits by calling 585-475-6700, toll free in the U.S. and Canada at 866-644-6843, or by videophone at 585-743-1366.

HOME PAGE: www.rit.edu

EMAIL: admissions@rit.edu

UNIVERSITY COLORS: Orange and brown

UNIVERSITY MASCOT: Bengal tiger “Ritchie”

UNIVERSITY ATHLETIC TEAMS: Tigers

RIT does not discriminate. RIT promotes and values diversity within its workforce and provides equal opportunity to all qualified individuals regardless of race, color, creed, age, marital status, sex, gender, religion, sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression, national origin, veteran status, or disability.

The Advisory Committee on Campus Safety will provide, upon request, all campus crime statistics as reported to the United States Department of Education. RIT crime statistics can be found at the Department of Education website, http://ope.ed.gov/security, and by contacting RIT’s Public Safety Department at 585-475-6620 (v/tty).
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